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Abstract Underground mining requires lot of water pumping to surface which increases cost. Because of safety, support,

ventilation and environment costs underground mines are closing down gradually all over the world. This innovative paper

is based on method studies by computer programming with realistic data. With development of electronic control systems,

coal water slurry mix can be remote controlled for transport to surface Separator-bunker. Main consumers need powdered

coal/mineral like thermal power stations, for feeding to Fuel Burners of boilers, generating power or in steel plants for

feeding into coke ovens to make hard coke for charging into Blast Furnaces for making pig iron. Feed for coal washeries

also require crushed coal and output of washed coal as slurry can be sent to coke ovens of steel plants directly. Production

from mine faces should be taken through lump-breaker and conveyed to a mixing chamber, near panel sump, from where

adequate capacity slurry pump will propel up to pit-top. The projected financial benefit can be several millions of Rupees

per year, as compared to road, rail conveyor or winders is shown, by run of a computer program in Java, with realistic cost

figures from mines.
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1 Introduction

The study was needed to make underground mining viable

as India is endowed with plenty of reserves of coal and

minerals, which are the raw materials for the products of

the industry. Specifications and objectives are included in

the discussion section. About 308.802 billion tonnes of coal

reserve have been estimated by GSI as on 1st April, 2016.

The operating cost of mechanized opencast mines has

escalated also with increase in prices of essential inputs,

spiraling wages and improved welfare facilities to

employees. Gradual introduction of coalface loading with

SDL/LHD is continuing for decades now and yet there is

marginal improvement of coal productivity from under-

ground mines and most of them are losing. But remaining

reserves are deeper and improvement in underground

production and profitability is essential for sustainable

development. Slurry pipelines carry usually about 50 per-

cent coal and 50 percent water by weight. Pulverized coal

is mixed with water in a mixing tank, which contains one

or more large rotating wheels or propellers that keep the

particles uniformly mixed. Next, the slurry enters the

pipeline as suction to pumps for forcing the slurry over

long distances.
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2 Literature survey

Briefly literature survey revealed the following main

points. The use of water for the transport of coal under-

ground is recorded as far back as 1927. It became the

method of choice for small private operations on the West

Coast of the South Island, New Zealand, as it required very

little capital investment and allowed small, steeply dipping

blocks of coal to be mined competitively with the larger

State owned conventional operations.

The United States pioneered the coal-slurry pipeline

technology and the first long-distance coal-slurry pipeline

was constructed in Ohio in 1957. The earlier long coal-

slurry pipeline is the Black Mesa pipeline in the United

States, built in 1970; 18-inch pipeline transports 4.8 million

tons of coal per year from Black Mesa, Ariz., to southern

Nevada, over a distance of 273 miles very successfully.

The World’s longest slurry pipeline is at Etsi, USA

1036 km long, 3800dia, and 25 Mt/yr capacities carrying

coal slurry and started in 1979. One of the most successful

slurry pipelines being used in India is at Kudremukh from

where iron ore slurry is being trans:ported through a

stainless steel pipeline 57 km long, 430 mm U by 5 slurry

pumps rubber lined, centrifugal type in series, each of 385

kw approximately. The longest iron concrete slurry pipe-

line of the world is at Samarco, Brazil, 253 km long,

2000dia, 12 Mt/yr capacity commissioned in 1977.

3 Cost parameters

There are many types of costs. Key terms are Fixed costs;

Variable costs; Total costs etc. Total costs = fixed

costs ? variable costs. = a ? bQ; Average costs: The total

cost divided by the level of output. Marginal (or incre-

mental) cost: The derivative (difference) of Total Cost with

respect to a change in output. Marginal Cost MC; Incre-

mental Cost IC; Opportunity costs: The actual opportuni-

ties forgone as a consequence of doing one thing as

opposed to another. Opportunity cost represents true eco-

nomics costs, and thus, must be used in all cases. Social

cost: The cost the society incurs when its resources are

used to produce a given commodity, taking into account

the external costs and benefits. Private cost: The cost a

producer incurs in getting the resources used in production.

4 Materials and methods

For the program design, realistic costs of slurry pumps, in

place of haulage, conveyor, winding approximate costs

have been taken. Even in opencast mine, water has to be

pumped out of the mine in any case; only more horse

power is needed for moving the coal particles. Under-

ground haulage and winding capacity can be more effec-

tively utilized for material supply, like supports, bricks for

ventilation or isolation stoppings etc. if hydraulic transport

is adopted. In old coalmines, for want of sufficient winding

capacities, high production continuous miner or Power

Support Longwall cannot be operated for viability. In order

to make a realistic estimate of cost–benefit of slurry

pumping transport vis-à-vis winding and transport in

mines, a study of successful existing pipelines are made.

Electronic control can be installed exemplified with Pro-

gram Logic Controller (PLC) in Fig. 1.

As underground mines are usually deeper, compared to

quarries or opencast mines, water inflow is quite high.

Pumping of water from coal faces to district sumps and

then to main underground sump at pit-bottom, from where

discharge to surface drainage is done. Amount of water to

be pumped depends on many factors of local geology.

Models predicting ground water inflow rates could be

computed from various equations depending on the dis-

charge rate and transmissivity seepage or flow-back or

drawdown connected to rate of pumping etc. Discharge rate

is found from local velocity, effective area, aquifer thick-

ness, and width of depillaring place.

4.1 Underground mine

Planning additional production of 1 Mty from an under-

ground mine, for instance by a Continuous Miner. Model

EIMCO 2810 with shuttle car, trailing cables, Feeder

Breaker, Scoops with battery charger, communication,

electrical parts, switchgears, transwitch, Roof-bolter would

require about Rs. 400 million. Annual Depreciation and

Interest @ 25% 9 Rs. 40 = Rs. 10 Cr. or 100 million and

so investment would be Rs 100/t. Manpower by training of

existing operators and mechanics has been considered.

With the experience as part-time researcher and working as

General Manager in the largest coal company of India,

Coal India Ltd (CIL), major factors have been taken into

account for computing costs from price list and cost sheets

a few years back in coding the computer program in Java.

Additional investment for hydraulic transport

A. Slurry pump—Heavy Duty (McNally) (VASA HD)

with FLP motor and GEB-Capacity—250 lps or 15

m3/min or 900 m3/hr, 300 tph of coal for head—

180 m = $ 0.265 million

B. Crusher—(Roll –Sayaji) Type FLP, 300 tph, 80 kW

complete with GEB = $ 0.176 million

C. Mixer Chamber—controlling coal: water ratio = $

0.068 million
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D. Miscellaneous (PVC pipe—coal slurry not abrasive or

corrosive as sand)—200 mm A, 500 m (EMCO

Make) = $ 0.102 million

Total—coal 300 tph or @ 50% utilization 3600 tpd for

300 days/yr producing

1 Mt of coal/yr (designed capacity of Continuous

Miner) = $ 10.7 million

Annual Depreciation and Interest @ 25% 9 $10.7

million = $ 2.7 million

Thus, we find approximately only $ 27/t of investment is

required. No additional investment for haulage and trans-

port would be needed.

4.2 Cost–benefit computation

A computer program was coded in java and run in which:

trdn- transport distance necessary in km taken in steps of

0.5 km; thfd- total head for delivery including friction head

@ 10% of pipe length in m; cugcw- cost of underground

conveyance and winding in $ million per year; stct- surface

transport cost by truck in $ million per year; ssbc- standard

separator-bunker cost of $ 0.6 million; tcht- total cost of

hydraulic transportation in $ million per year; cbht—cost–

benefit of hydraulic transport in $ million per year. It is

assumed that 22% of the annual depreciation ? interest

and 300 is approximate number of working days in a year.

The costs of pumps and pipelines have been taken from

CMPDIL and of Separator-bunkers from ECL tender and

other figures have been based on experience.

Figure 2 shows a heavy duty modern slurry pump suit-

able for underground application.

5 Results

Therefore, we find that the cheapest conventional method

of conveyance would be 28.6 million costlier per year than

hydraulic transport. Moreover, approximate time for sink-

ing, lining fitting and winding 150 m shaft would require at

least 3 years and for 450 m tunneling 2 years, while the

hydraulic system could be implemented in few months.

Figure 3 displays flowchart of hydraulic transport cost–

benefit.

Layout can be similar to that adopted for hydraulic

mining, used for breaking down soft coal and sluicing it

down by high pressure water jets, applied through moni-

tors. Although, hydraulic mining of coal has been deployed

experimentally within the United States and Canada, even

in India in Assam and at Amlabad Colliery did not succeed,

because of hard coal. But, it is practiced extensively in the

Kuznetsk Basin of Siberia for steeply pitching deposits,

with thick coal seams containing soft coal or friable bands,

and found productive, safe, and economical. Here the water

is also used to transport the coal from the working faces to

a common point through open channels and from the

common point to the surface through high-pressure

hydraulic transportation systems (Fig. 4).

5.1 Resulting benefits

(1) Saving in haulage and winding costs could be more

than 30% of average $ 12/t

(2) Saving in dust control expenditure would be 80% of

5/t to 4/t

(3) Creating extra coal transport capacity, of 1 Mty

without shaft sinking.

Total cost–benefit per tonne may be $ (16–2.7) = $13.3 or

saving per year = $ 13.3 million.

Fig. 1 Electronic control system recommended

Fig. 2 Heavy duty slurry pump—TBC
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5.2 Additional investment considered

A. Shaft sinking with lining 6 m A,150 m @ $ 0.35

million per m = $ 52.5 million

B. Winder, Headgear, Cages, Guide ropes, shaft fittings,

winding ropes = $ 30.0 millionA’ Incline drifting with

lining and support—450 m @ $ 40,000/m = $ 18.0

millionB’ Incline Conveyor 450 m, 1000 mm wide, @

$ 20,000/m alignment,Grading of structure, drive,

belting, and motor with GEB = $ 9.0 millionConsid-

ering the cheaper alternative of incline and conveyor

(18 ? 9) = $ 27.0 million

C. Underground Conveyor structure, drive, belting,

350 m and motor with GEB = $ 7.0 millionTotal for

incline option for 1 Mty of coal = $ 61.0 millionAn-

nual Depreciation & Interest @ 25% 9 $ 61 or cost

per year = $ 15.3 million

Fig. 3 Flowchart—hydraulic transport cost–benefit

SUMMARY OF PROGRAM OUTPUT

DISTANCE  HEAD CSTUG COSTSURF TCSTHYDT CSBFHYDT
5.0 100 192.5 152.5 62.6 282.3
5.0 120 200.5 156.5 66.6 290.3
5,0 140 208.5 160.5 70.6 298.3
5.0 160 216.5 164.5 74.6 306.3

0

100

200

300

400

DISTANCE CSTUG TCSTHYDT

Fig. 4 Graphical representation of cost–benefit
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6 Discussions

Hydraulic mining with very soft coal reserve, extraction

with high pressure jet monitor has been and tried and found

successful in some cases. But, here we are examining

extraction by Longwall Shearer or Continuous Miner,

transportation by hydraulic pumps. Auto-oxidation of coal

depends upon ignition temperature and crossing point

temperature, but is aggravated by buried broken coal, in

surface or underground, when heat generated through

trapped air, cannot be dissipated by ventilating air. Slurry

transportation minimizes such risks and for achieving

break-even level of production in Indian coalmines, con-

tinuous mining systems have to be increased and R&D in

hydraulic transport underground can be prospective.

The World’s longest slurry pipeline is at Etsi, USA

1036 km long, 3800 u, and 25 Mt/yr capacities carrying coal

slurry and started in 1979. The longest iron concrete slurry

pipeline of the world is at Samarco, Brazil, 253 km long,

2000 u, 12 Mt/yr capacities, commissioned in 1977. The

operating experience of long distance slurry pipelines at

Savage River, Tasmania, Australia, Pena Colorado,

Colima, Mexico, Samarco, Brazil and many others were

economical. There are slurry pipelines for coal, copper

conc. limestone, phosphate, tailings, gelsunite etc. Most of

the slurry pipelines utilize positive displacement piston or

plunger type pumps. These pipelines show pronounced

savings, compared to conventional systems of trans:port.
One of the most successful slurry pipelines being used in

India is at Kudremukh through a stainless steel pipeline

57 km long, 430 mm u by 5 slurry pumps rubber lined,

centrifugal type in series, each of 385 kW approximately.

Slurry pipeline transport of coal carry special promise as in

India, rail and road traffic is getting saturated. Diesel trucks

have been studied to create maximum air pollution, for

example CNG conversion in Delhi. Major consumers of

coal like Steel Plants and Thermal Power Plants require

powdered coal for supply to coke ovens and pulverized fuel

burn:ers. So, linked pipelines from the mines to washeries,

coke ovens or power stations can help in attaining the

target of coal production with saving in transportation

costs.

Hitachi Company of Japan had developed Hydro-hoists

and successfully used in 3 collieries in Japan, in trans-

porting coal from faces directly to washery on the surface.

The main devices in the hydro-hoists are feed pipes,

operating valves-plate type, bladeless pump and high-

pressure water pumps. Valves operate in 3 cycles; coal-

water slurry is sucked up and sent to feed pipe, next when

the feed pipes are full bladeless pump pushes till pipes are

full and finally the high pressure pump pushes to surface

delivery point.

In case of hydraulic transport separator bunkers have to

be made. Water drained from there can be taken through

pressure filter or other methods of filtration for industrial or

domestic use. Slurry pumps of small capacities are used in

coal face pumping. Long distance ranges of slurry pumps

have: discharge diameters: 1200 to 4400; Flows: 5000 to

140000 GPM; TDH to 3000 ?/stage; and Capabilities

beyond 12000 HP. Control device sends the commands to

valves, and protection devices. Hydro-hoists installed are

summarised in Table 1.

Abrasion and corrosion resistant slurry pumps can deal

with any type of material and performance with coal would

be definitely better than sand or any other material. Rela-

tively smaller designs of slurry pumps are MEGA, WBC,

PGD, LCC, LCV, LSA, LSR etc. Many other manufac-

turers of high capacity of slurry pumps are available like

Metso, Krebs, Lawrence, Warman etc.

6.1 Program run

Table 2, shows exemplary run of program htcb.java

showing cost–benefit of hydraulic transport as compared to

conventional types for both surface and underground. The

program flowchart and algorithm is shown in e-compo-

nents. The main inputs are—CSTUGCON&WIND: Cost of

ug conveyance and winding| COSTSURFTRAN: Cost of

surface transport| TCSTHYDTRANS: Total cost of

hydraulic transport| CSBFHYDTRANS: cost–benefit by

hydraulic transportation all in $ Million per year.

Algorithm and flowchart help not only listing of the

source program, but also in debugging of the program.

Based on such realistic estimates, the program htcb.java

has been coded for different distances and capacities for

both underground and opencast mines to show cost–benefit

projections. The source lines are coded in usually notepad

program and compiled by C:\jdk1.3\bin with command

javac htcb.java and when all errors are eliminated, htcb.-

class file is created. Java was chosen as the program can be

compiled and run on all Operating Systems like DOS,

WINDOWS, NT, MAC, LINUX etc. and so multi-platform

use is possible. A program written in Java will not leak

memory; because an application called the Java Virtual

Machine (JVM) automatically handles memory

management.

However, now high head slurry pumps are available to

lift coal through pipelines to the surface, in place of

hydraulic hoists used in Japan and elsewhere. Mine of the

future would necessitate more advanced technology and

management and many mines are getting larger and very

specialized.

Mine mechanization with machine safety and system

safety is required right from planning, project implemen-

tation and production stage. Geological problems in the
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application of mechanized Long-wall mining in India are

mainly due to hard roof and faults. Multi-Criteria Decision

Making (MCDM) solves problems interactively by man

machine phase. The bounds are of interest as successive

trial decisions are generated. Dispersed collaboration in

multi-firm, multi-team, product development project and

slurry transportation has great future in mining industry for

innate advantages.

7 Conclusions

Heavy duty slurry pumps are now available of various

capacities and lifts and able to handle solids ranging from

60 to 228 mm and specific gravity of up to 1.8. Conveyor

carrying crushed coal output from Continuous Miner

should feed into a mixing chamber, where mine water from

underground pump makes slurry and serve as suction for

Slurry Pump underground to surface.

Fast debugging could be done by applying special

software named Net beans for java programs. The bugs if

any can thereby get exposed for modification of the source

program for smooth run and correct output results. Actual

data sets entered for current year and then realistic pro-

jection has been taken for escalation @ 5% per year for the

next 5 years.

Main work on this research was done when the author

was posted as General Manager, ECL, a subsidiary of Coal

India, where many underground mines were being closed

down. The program run has been done with lot of

approximations; from Indian field data available. The

purpose is to project as realistically as possible, the

financial benefit possible with hydraulic transport, com-

pared to the conventional ones. With production capacity

assumed at 1 million tonnes and the program output in

millions of Rupees, the results of the run virtually amount

to $/tonne. In some other cases, coal water slurry usually

contains 65% coal, 34% water and 1% additive.

On analysis of results, from 0.5 to 5 km distance and

100–160 m head, it is found that CSTUGCON&WIND or

cost of underground conveyance and winding steeply

increases from 55.2 to 216.5 $ per tonne. For the same

range, COSTSURFTRAN or cost of surface transport

increase less steeply from 33.2 to 164.5 $/t. While for the

same range, TCSTHYDTRANS or total cost of hydraulic

transport, including separator-bunker is much less and

increases flatly from 24.4 to 74.6 $/t. Naturally, it is found

that CSBFHYDTRANS or cost–benefit of hydraulic

transport for the same range is very steeply increasing from

64.1 to 306.3 $/t.

It is suggested that an S&T project is taken up with

Ministry of Coal, Govt. of India for setting up standards on

implementation. Moreover, safety norms of electronic

control of slurry pumping can also be established. All the

same, for various other reasons, hydraulic slurry transport

would be very advantageous for underground mining as

enumerated below:

(1) Pumping of water has to be done in any case and so

mixing coal/mineral particles and sending up by

slurry pumps is natural justification for adopting the

method, to the extent water is available in the mine.

(2) Air pollution is most often beyond permissible limit

of Suspended Particulate Matter (SPM)—200 lgm/

m3 and Respirable SPM limit of 70 lgm/m3 near

mine transport sites, while hydraulic transport would

be almost air-pollution free.

(3) Production capacity of most of the underground

mines are limited to winding capacity and so

additional production by face mechanization can be

Table 1 Hydro-hoist data used in Japan

Specifications Furukawa-Yoshima Chuko-Fukushima Mitsui-Sunagawa

Length of pipeline (m) 1470 1000 2360 m

Actual lift (m) 259 10 2250

Type of solid Coal pieces Shaly coal Coal pieces

Solid Sp. Gravity 1.68 2.0 1.54

Pipe Diameter (cm) 16.5 – 16.5

Max. Piece size (cm) 5.8 5.0 5.0.

Mean velocity (m/s) 3.8 3.6 3.5

Quantity (m3/min) 4.8 2.9 4.5

Capacity (t/h) 100 107 100

Volume coal (%) 20 30 25

HP water pump 5.3 cu.m/m 9 530 m 9 750 kw 2.9 cu.m/m 9 192 m 9 150 kw 5 cu.m/m 9 850 m 9 1100 kw

Bladeless pump 4.8 cu.m/m 9 25 m 9 55 kw 2.9 cu.m/m 9 15 m 9 19 kw 3.1 cu.m/m 9 30 m 9 45 kw
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transported by hydraulic transport to make the mines

viable.

(4) In opencast mines, production is greatly affected by

haul road conditions, especially in monsoon months

and hydraulic transport will prevent flooding of

mines also.

(5) Most of the quality complaints and bill deductions

can be minimized, if coal is crushed and it will be

compulsory in case of hydraulic transport.

Table 2 Java program run: cost–benefit of hydraulic transport. Transport distance in kilometers and all costs in Rs million

Distance

trdn(km)

Head

thfd(m)

CSTUGCON&WIND

cugcw(Rs/mpy)

COSTSURFTRAN

stct(Rs/mpy)

TCSTHYDTRANS

tcht(Rs/mpy)

CSBFHYDTRANS

cbht(Rs/mpy)

0.5 100 55.2 33.2 24.4 64.1

0.5 120 63.2 37.2 28.4 72.1

0.5 140 71.2 41.2 32.4 80.1

0.5 160 79.3 45.3 36.4 88.1

1.0 100 70.5 46.5 28.6 88.3

1.0 120 78.5 50.5 32.6 96.3

1.0 140 86.5 54.5 36.6 104.3

1.0 160 94.5 58.5 40.6 112.3

1.5 100 85.7 59.7 32.9 112.6

1.5 120 93.7 63.7 36.9 120.6

1.5 140 101.7 67.7 40.9 128.6

1.5 160 109.7 71.7 44.9 136.6

2.0 100 101.0 73.0 37.1 136.8

2.0 120 109.0 77.0 41.1 144.8

2.0 140 117.0 81.0 45.1 152.8

2.0 160 125.0 85.0 49.1 160.8

2.5 100 116.2 86.2 41.4 161.1

2.5 120 124.2 90.2 45.4 169.1

2.5 140 132.2 94.2 49.4 177.1

2.5 160 140.2 98.2 53.4 185.1

3.0 100 131.5 99.5 45.6 185.3

3.0 120 139.5 103.5 49.6 193.3

3.0 140 147.5 107.5 53.6 201.3

3.0 160 155.5 111.5 57.6 209.3

3.5 100 146.7 112.7 49.9 209.6

3.5 120 154.7 116.7 53.9 217.6

3.5 140 162.7 120.7 57.9 225.6

3.5 160 170.7 124.7 61.9 233.6

4.0 100 162.0 126.0 54.1 233.8

4.0 120 170.0 130.0 58.1 241.8

4.0 140 178.0 134.0 62.1 249.8

4.0 160 186.0 138.0 66.1 257.8

4.5 100 177.2 139.2 58.4 258.1

4.5 120 185.2 143.2 62.4 266.1

4.5 140 193.2 147.2 66.4 274.1

4.5 160 201.2 151.2 70.4 282.1

5.0 100 192.5 152.5 62.6 282.3

5.0 120 200.5 156.5 66.6 290.3

5.0 140 208.5 160.5 70.6 298.3

5.0 160 216.5 164.5 74.6 306.3
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(6) Haulage, winding and transport accidents in mines

are next roof or side falls in occurrence and so from

safety point of view also hydraulic transport is more

suitable.

(7) Acid mine-water corrodes the pipelines and increase

the cost of pipelines. The pipelines should be axially

rotated while changing extraction district of and coal

water slurry pumped for long life. Flexible and

Composite pipes can be used and lot of research is

going on.

(8) Delivery of coal slurry pipeline will be made at the

top of a bunker from which water will be diverted to

surface drainage and through a chute coal will be

transported by trucks or conveyors.

(9) To overcome the issue of radio signal reliability,

some remote-controlled pump-sets employs an inter-

net-based modem working on the mobile phone

network to communicate. Such system can ensure

now that immediately on detection of pipe leakage

pumps stop ensuring safety.
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